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ABSTRACT

The introduction of the Internet of Things (IoT) has helped improve efficiency and

productivity through increased connectivity between devices. At the same time, this

increased connectivity has opened new avenues for an attack against previously air-gapped

systems. The malicious alteration of products or processes via cyber-attack is a real and

present danger for the manufacturing industry that can lead to catastrophic conclusions,

not just to the reputation and bottom line of a corporation, but also to the safety of

employees and consumers. This research proposes machine learning software would allow

manufacturers to proactively mitigate the possibility of an attack that has become all too

real in a world full of remote attacks. The focus of this work is on cyber-attacks against

additive manufacturing, also called 3D-printing. It proposes a novel intrusion detection

approach that can detect defect injection (DI) attacks based on analyzing the 3D-printer’s

power consumption. Existing intrusion detection techniques are designed for Information

Technology (IT) systems and ignore attacks that compromise the electronic and physical

components of 3D-printers.

In contrast, this approach monitors the 3D-printers’ power consumption to detect

malicious intruders using a deep-learning multi-layer neural network that predicts the

average peak current consumed during each printer movement. If the observed

measurement differs from the predicted by more than a specified threshold, then it is likely

that an intruder is maliciously manipulating the 3D-printer. This system was used to test

several attacks against a 3D printer testbed. The results show an accuracy of attack

detection greater than 98% in detection of insertion, deletion, and void attacks. This meets

or exceeds several previously researched methods.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

With the adoption of the Internet of Things (IoT) in industrial control systems,

there is a rapidly increasing number of cyber-physical devices connected to the Internet

through wireless networks. These devices collect real-time information about industrial

processes and transmit it to the system operator, who then sends control commands back

to the devices based on the received data. There are several advantages of using IoT in

industrial control systems. For instance, an operator can remotely control its industrial

processes, while at the same time monitor the sensor data from its devices.

While the IoT improves productivity by providing connectivity to devices that were

previously disconnected, it also introduces new cyber vulnerabilities that can be exploited

by sophisticated adversaries [1]. Industrial control systems using IoT technologies are now

vulnerable to attacks such as an ARP spoofing attack [2], which rely on compromised IoT

devices on the factory floor. While traditional network security practices, e.g., firewalls,

intrusion detection systems, encrypted communications, can mitigate some of these new

security risks, additional safeguards are critical to protect modern manufacturing systems

against the most sophisticated and damaging, attacks.

One real-world example of such a sophisticated attack against an IoT industrial

control system is the Stuxnet worm. This worm is an advanced malware that compromises

supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) devices, i.e., programable logic

controllers (PLCs) that operate centrifuges inside a nuclear facility. Besides compromising

the operation of the nuclear centrifuges, this malware avoids detection by replaying sensor

data to the human operators, who remain unaware of the attack until there are signs of

critical system failure that can be observed without sensors, e.g., smoke [3].

An industrial control system that has aggressively adopted IoT technologies is

Additive Manufacturing (AM), also known as 3D printing [4]. Many industries that rely on
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manufactured parts, such as healthcare and aerospace, have significantly increased their

production of safety-critical objects using AM due to its advantages, including low

marginal costs, ability to build complex geometries, etc. For example, in healthcare,

additive manufacturing is used to print artificial organs with high accuracy [5], and to

manufacture the majority of hearing aids [6]. Aviation and aerospace are increasingly using

AM to reduce manufacturing costs and production time [7].

The expansion of 3D printing into safety-critical systems such as healthcare and

aerospace make cyberattacks a major concern. One particularly severe cyberattack against

AM is defect injection (DI), where an adversary compromises a 3D-printer intending to

introduce defects into the additively manufactured parts. In a DI attack, an adversary

makes modifications to the 3D model files or tool-path commands (e.g., G-Code) that

affect the integrity of the printed objects, ultimately leading to premature (and potentially

life-threatening) failure.

To avoid detection, the adversary spoofs the sensor data that the 3D-printer reports

to the operator. Specifically, it was assumed the adversary compromises the 3D-printer

itself, and thus can observe the sensor data reported during normal operation, and replay it

during the attack to avoid detection. Sensor data is commonly reported by the 3D-printer

includes temperature, extruder location, and speed, etc.

In this thesis, I propose to detect defect injection attacks by analyzing the power

consumption of the 3D-printer with a deep feed-forward neural network detection system.

The system use power consumption measurements taken directly from the power line of the

3D-printer, and thus the approach is independent of the potentially compromised sensor

data reported by the 3D-printer. Compared to previous works that use off-machine

measurements, the proposed solution uses relatively simple hardware components, which

can be easily retrofitted into existing systems at a low cost. After conducting extensive

experimental evaluations, it was found that the proposed method can detect defect

injection attacks that modify one or two tool-path movement commands with a high

accuracy.
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CHAPTER II

RELATED WORKS

Several papers provide an overview of security vulnerabilities in AM. Specifically,

Yampolskiy et al. [8] describe several types of security vulnerabilities against 3D-printers,

such as code injection, and supply chain attacks. Their focus is on attacks that compromise

printed objects through modification of manufacturing parameters such as shape, speed,

and orientation. Sturm et al. [9] describe void attacks, where printed material is removed

from a specific area of the object. Graves et al. [10] provide an overview of AM and

discusses vulnerabilities of AM and the potential consequences, such as intellectual

property theft and sabotage attacks. The attack threat scenarios were derived based on

this prior research.

Some researchers have successfully demonstrated several attacks against a

3D-printer. Do et al. [2] present a successful data exfiltration and remote manipulation

attack against consumer-grade 3D-printers. Song et al. [11] present an intellectual property

theft attack that uses a smartphone’s built-in acoustic and magnetic sensors to reconstruct

the designs of 3D-printed parts. Belikovetsky et al. [12] implement an attack that

compromises the integrity of a 3D-printed object without introducing visible physical

deformities, i.e., voids. This type of attack is particularly challenging to detect since it

requires complex imaging methods such as computerized tomography (CT) scans, X-rays

images, impedance measurements on metal parts, or destructive testing methods. In this

work, the aim is to detect attacks similar to the ones demonstrated in [12]. However, a

more sophisticated attack was considered, where attacker that cannot only inject defects

but also avoids detection by compromising the 3D-printer and spoofing its measurements.

To defend against these attacks, some researchers have presented methods to ensure

the integrity of additively manufactured metal objects. Sturm et al. [13] propose to detect

defects in a finished object by measuring its impedance using piezoelectric sensors and
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comparing it to the impedance of a control object known to be defect-free. However, this

verification method only works with metal-based additive manufacturing methods. Also,

this testing must be done at the end of each print, which can result in expensive material

waste since the whole part needs to be finished printing before testing the object.

Wu et al. [14] test multiple machine learning methods for detecting defective objects

using acoustic and visual data from the additively manufactured object. With the use of

static photographs from each printed layer, the authors were able to detect modifications in

the five tested infill patterns with a mean accuracy of 96.1%. One disadvantage of this is

that a camera may not be easily retrofitted to existing systems, and must remain static

during operation for optimal results.

In [15], Belikovetsky et al. propose to compare the acoustic emissions of a 3D print

to that of a control 3D-prints without defects. Gao et al. [16] used acceleration, visual,

audio, and magnetic field measurements to create an accurate estimate of the 3D-printer’s

infill path and layer thickness. The observed tool-path was then compared to a control

tool-path to detect defects. A disadvantage of both [15] and [16] is that using separate

sensors may be cost-prohibitive, especially when retrofitting existing systems.

Salinas-Monroy et al. [17] propose a power consumption model for defect detection

using aggregated power readings from stepper motors in a system with multiple

3D-printers. While this solution presents research on the feasibility of monitoring power

consumption of multiple 3D-printers, it focuses on energy consumption over the length of a

tool-path instruction and ignores the specific power consumption patterns. This allows an

adversary to launch attacks that have the same energy consumption as legitimate

instructions but have different undetected power consumption patterns.

The closest previous work to the proposed deep learning attack detection method

was by Belikovetsky et al. [18]. In [18], the authors suggest monitoring the power

consumed by a 3D printer to detect DI. Specifically, they individually monitor the current

flowing to each motor involved in the AM process to detect attacks. They tested several

attacks involving tool-path command malicious modification, as well as several known
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attacks, including insertion, deletion, and reordering of G-Code commands. Unfortunately,

this work necessitates a sensor for each motor on the 3D-printers to be monitored, which

requires opening the 3D-printer and separating the wires that feed electrical power to each

motor to measure the power consumption. This poses a significant challenge to system

operators since they could have multiple machines, and disassembling them cumbersome,

complicated, and costly.
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CHAPTER III

PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, the considered system model and threat model are described.

3.1 System Model

I considered a 3D-printer that is controlled by a PC through a wired connection.

The 3D-printer operates an extruder head mounted on a gantry with three degrees of

freedom. The planes are denoted by x, y, and z, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. To build

the objects, the extruder head deposits material on the printing bed. The 3D-printer

creates objects from the bottom up in a layer by layer fashion. A set of tool-path

instructions transmitted from the controller PC to the 3D-printer determines the extruder

head’s speed and direction of movement. Besides the tool-path instructions, the controller

PC sends several build parameters to the 3D-printer, such as the temperature of the

printing bed, speed of material extrusion, cooling fan speed, etc.

Figure 1: 3D-Printer Axes.
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The 3D-printer implements the tool-path instructions by actuating a set of stepper

motors that, in turn, control the position of the extruder head and the material deposition.

Let mx
0 ,m

y
0,m

z
0,m

z
1,m

e
0 be the motors for the 3D-printer. Motor mx

0 and motor my
0 move

the extruder head along the x and y axes, respectively. Both motor mz
0 and mz

1 drive the

motion of the extruder head along the z-axis. The z-axis needs two motors because it

needs to lift the gantry and the extruder head after the completion of each layer of the

object. Motor me
0 controls a gear that feeds material into the extruder head.

Besides the stepper motors, the 3D-printer also controls two heaters, and cooling

fans. One heater maintains a constant temperature at the baseplate to help keep the print

in place as well as to aid in the bonding of layers [19]. The second is the extruder heater,

which melts the material filament as it is enters into through the extruder head. The

cooling fans reduce the temperature of the printed material to promote bonding between

layers [16].

To build parts, the 3D-printer needs to route electrical power from the power source

to the stepper motors, and its other components. Since the power source, e.g., the

traditional power system, provides alternating current (AC) and the stepper motors

operate with direct current (DC), the 3D-printer uses an AC-DC power supply that

transforms the AC power into DC power. The 3D-printer routes the output of the AC-DC

power supply to the stepper motors using a microcontroller equipped with a motor driver.

Figure 2: 3D Printing Process Chain.

The controller PC finds the tool-path instructions by translating the original

three-dimensional design of the object to specific extruder head movements for the

3D-printer (Fig. 2). To this end, the controller PC first captures the surface geometry of

the three-dimensional design in an STL file. Next, a slicing software, e.g., Slic3r, processes
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this 3D model file. The slicing software outputs the tool-path instructions for the target

3D-printer model. Files in several different formats, including G-Code (Fig. 3) and

M-Code, can represent the tool-path instructions.

Figure 3: Labeled G-Code Example.

Since the 3D-printer lacks sensors to monitor the position and operation of the

extruder head, it uses open-loop control to implement the tool-path instructions. This

means that the 3D-printer unconditionally executes the tool-path instructions in the order

that the controller PC transmits them even if it fails to implement a previous tool-path

instruction correctly. The controller PC also lacks a mechanism to monitor the operation of

the 3D-printer. Therefore, the operator installs an AC sensor to monitor the instantaneous

power consumption of the 3D-printer aiming to use its measurements to monitor the

implementation of the tool-path instructions and detect defect injection attacks like the

ones described in Sectionn 3.4.

3.2 Extruder Head Movement Model

I modeled the movement of the extruder head based on the tool-path instructions.

The objective is to describe the expected direction and speed of the extruder head, given

the two most recent tool-path instructions. Since a single tool-path instruction only

specifies the final position of the extruder head, both consecutive tool-path instructions are
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needed to determine the extruder head’s change in position. In particular, let

Pk = {Xk, Yk} be the final position of the extruder head specified by the kth tool-path

instruction, where Xk and Yk are the X and Y coordinates, respectively. Thus, the

extruder’s initial position for movement k is defined as Xk−1 and Yk−1, and the movement

of the extruder head during the kth tool-path instruction in each plane is defined as follows:

{X0, Y0} = {0, 0}

δX = Xk −Xk−1

δY = Yk − Yk−1

Similarly, I modeled the movement of the extrusion gear. The extrusion gear feeds a

string of raw material filament into the extrusion nozzle at speeds defined by the tool-path

instructions. Let Ek be the final position of the extruder filament after the kth instruction.

Then, the raw material extrusion length is given by:

δE = Ek − Ek−1

Finally, I used the printer’s feed rate, i.e., the speed at which the extruder head

moves during the kth tool path command. The feed rate is denoted by Fk. Since some tool

path instructions may lack a feed rate setting, I used previous instruction’s feed rate for

the current one, that is: Fk = Fk−1.

While there is movement in the Z-axis during a 3D print job, this action only

occurs in between layers to raise the gantry slightly. Upon preliminary examination of the

current waveforms during Z-axis moves, these movements pull a large, easily recognizable

amount of current. This is due to the Z-axis having two motors as well as having to

provide more force to lift the gantry. Due to these factors, I chose to only focus on the X

and Y axes movements.
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3.3 Current Consumption Measurement Model

To calculate the peak current consumption of the 3D-printer while executing the kth

tool-path instruction, I measure the load current and then apply a function to capture the

peaks of the waveform. Specifically, let data be the absolute current sampled during the

execution of the kth tool-path instruction. Then, the peak currents consumed by the

3D-printer to execute the kth instruction are found as follows:

Algorithm 1 Calculate List of Peaks.
Given data
prev = 10, high = −1
peakArr = [ ]
while i < n do
point = data[i]
if point ≥ prev then
high = prev

else
if high > .15 then
push high to peakArr

end if
high = −1

end if
prev = point

end while
return peakArr

where peakArr is a list of peaks observed during the execution of tool path

instruction k. Additionally, the average peak of the waveform section for the kth command

is saved as input feature data for the following command, k + 1. After undergoing

preprocessing as described in 5.3, the average value of these peaks, Ipkk, is calculated.

3.4 Threat Model

I considered an adversary that aims to introduce a defect into the printed objects by

altering either the design files or the tool-path instructions. The adversary seeks to avoid

detection by introducing defects that are difficult to detect by visual inspection but result

in deformed geometry, weak mechanical properties, etc., that lead to premature failure. I

assumed the adversary launches the attack by modifying the tool-path instructions

executed by the 3D-printer. To this end, the adversary can compromise the printer’s
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firmware through a supply chain attack before it is delivered to the user, or by uploading a

malicious firmware. In addition, I assumed the adversary can also modify the build

parameter configuration of the 3D-printer.

Figure 4: 3D-Printer Under Attack.

The adversary can launch seven different types of defect injection attacks. I describe

each of these as follows:

1. Insertion Attacks. In this type of attack, the adversary inserts one or more

additional tool-path instructions into the machine code that is executed by the

3D-printer. The inserted command could be solely movement, or it could also contain

a command to extrude with movement. This attack could introduce a defect by

printing material in unintended locations. This attack will affect the subsequent

operation commands that follow, as the start location of the extruder will be different

with the addition of the inserted command.

2. Deletion Attacks. The adversary launches a deletion attack by removing one

tool-path instruction from the machine code executed by the 3D-printer. This attack

can introduce a defect by removing commands which print material at specific

locations. Removal of certain commands can affect the integrity of the final product.

Also, like the insertion attack, the command that follows a deletion will be affected.

3. Reordering Attacks. In this attack, the adversary swaps the order in which two

tool-path instructions are executed. The instructions could be consecutive or have
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multiple instructions between them in the original machine code. The swapped

instructions lead to defects during the swapped commands as well as the commands

that follow, as the starting location for those commands will now be modified.

4. Void Injection attack. In this attack, the adversary prevents the 3D-printing from

depositing material at certain positions and layers in such a way that a cavity is

created inside the printed object. Voids lead to a modified cross-section of the printed

object, which will affect the stresses and strains that object undergoes. This could

ultimately lead to an object with less physical integrity than the intended print [12].

Voids are challenging to detect without specialized equipment such as X-ray or

computerized tomography (CT) scan machines.

5. Printing Speed Attack. In a printing speed attack, the adversary changes the

printing speed parameter of the 3D-printer. This attack can result in several defects.

One issue that occurs is a change in the filament pressure at the nozzle. This pressure

change causes an alteration in filament diameter as it is extruding. This can affect the

surface morphology and integrity of the printed object [20].

6. Extruder Temperature Attack. In an extruder temperature attack, the adversary

modifies the extrusion temperature during a print job. At higher temperatures, the

plastic material may burn. At lower temperatures, the extruding filament may not

properly liquify; this could cause issues with the final shape, smoothness, and integrity

of the printed object. At higher temperature changes, the filament may fail to liquify

at all. This could cause the 3D printer to attempt to force more filament into the

nozzle, which could result in damage to the printer itself [21].

7. Baseplate Heater Temperature Attack. In this attack, the adversary lowers the

3D printers baseplate temperature. The baseplate heater keeps the finished bottom

layers of the print at a higher temperature to promote bonding between layers.

Adhesion forces between layers can decrease when proper bed temperature is not

maintained [19]. Also, as plastic contracts when cooling, warping of the final object
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can occur if the layers cool too fast.

It was assumed that the adversary is aware of the AC current sensor installed by the

operator. Still, it cannot compromise its readings or the results of the data analysis carried

out by the operator. Another assumption is that the operator can perform destructive

testing on multiple final printed parts to ensure that numerous control readings of the

3D-printer’s power consumption can be obtained. This ensures that numerous power

consumption readings can be obtained with which to train the neural network.
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CHAPTER IV

DEEP LEARNING ATTACK DETECTION METHOD

To detect defect injection attacks in real-time, I proposed to design a deep neural

network that takes the tool-path instructions as input, and outputs its prediction about the

corresponding power consumption of the 3D-printer. By comparing the power consumption

prediction from the neural network to the power consumption measured by the current

sensor, the system can detect if the 3D-printer is deviating from the tool-path instruction

sent by the controller PC. If the predicted and observed peak current consumptions differ

by more than the threshold t, the system concludes that the printer is implementing a

tool-path instruction different from the one sent by the controller PC and thus is

compromised. The approach is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Proposed Attack Detection Architecture.

I trained the deep neural network using pairs of specific tool-path instruction and

their corresponding peak current consumption measurements. To this end, I designed a

power measurement pre-processing pipeline that removes peaks that carry no relevant

information for attack detection as well aslarge peak variation caused by heaters.

In the rest of this section, I explain in detail each step of the proposed defect

injection attack detection scheme.
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4.1 Main Detection Approach

I used an approach similar to Kravchik et al. [22] in detecting anomalies. For each

print, the feature data of each G-Code command was input to the neural network. The

predicted power output would then be compared against the actual power output, and the

MSE loss for that instance would be calculated as follows:

MSE = (Yi − Ŷi)2 (1)

The maximum MSE loss for all the commands in a print was then calculated. If this

maximum MSE loss was higher than a certain threshold, the print was classified as

malicious. This network was then used to test 50 control prints, as well as 50 attack prints

for each attack chosen. The average time to test a print was around .1 seconds.

4.2 Deep Neural Network Architecture

Figure 6: Neural Network Architecture.

To predict the average peak current consumption Ipk, I used a multi-layer

perceptron feedforward neural network (FNN) architecture as shown in Figure 6. A FNN is

a form of artificial neural network which contains no cycles between nodes. A multi-layer

perceptron network is a neural network which contains multiple layers of nodes.

The FNN takes the information about the tool-path instruction described in 3.2, as
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input to the network. These inputs are fully connected to a first hidden layer of i nodes.

The computations of the first hidden layer are defined as:

a[1] = σ
(
w[1] · x) (2)

where
(
x ∈ R7×1 is the input matrix, a[1] ∈ Ri×1 is the output of first hidden layer, and

w[1] ∈ Ri×7 is the matrix of weights for the first layer, , and σ is the sigmoid activation

function.

This hidden layer is fully connected to another hidden layer of the same size i. The

computations performed by following hidden layers are defined as:

a[j] = σ
(
w[j] · a[j−1] + b[j]

)
, ∀j = 2 . . . , j, (3)

where a[j] ∈ Ri×1 is the output of jth hidden layer, w[j] ∈ Ri×i and b[j] ∈ Ri×1, are the

matrices of weights and biases for the jth layer respectively, and i is the size of the jth

hidden layer. This hidden layer may be connected to another hidden layer up to j layers.

Finally, the last hidden layer j is fully connected to a dense output layer with one

node. The computations performed by the last layer are as follows:

a[j+1] = σ
(
w[j+1] · a[j] + b[j+1]

)
(4)

where a[j+1] is the final scalar output of the network. This output is the predicted peak

current Ipk.
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CHAPTER V

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, I evaluate the performance of the proposed deep neural network to

detect defect injection attacks.

5.1 Testbed Configuration

Figure 7: Proposed Testbed Architecture.

To closely replicate a real-world 3D-printing scenario, I used a general-purpose PC

connected via USB to a LulzBot Mini 3D printer, as shown in Fig. 7. To take load current

measurements, I clamped a YHDC SCT-013 current sensor around a single hot wire

coming from the 120V power source (i.e., the wall outlet) into the printer. This current

sensor outputs voltage that changes linearly according to the current flowing through the

hot wire, as shown in Fig. 8. The output voltage resolution of the sensor is .033V/1A. I

used an oscilloscope to observe the voltage output of the current sensor and collected the
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measurements with the general-purpose PC. In practice, the controller PC would be

different from the PC collecting the measurements. However, to simplify the control of the

3D-printer and the measurement collection, I used the same PC for both functions.

Figure 8: Current Sensor Electrical Diagram.

5.2 Python Implementation

The detection system was developed as a collection of application programs written

in the Python programming language version 3.6 executing under the following computer

platform:

Table 1: Computer Platform.
Processor Intel R© Core

TM
i7-7700HQ CPU

System RAM 16.0 GB
Graphics Card NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050

The primary application (Fig. 9) uses existing Python libraries to capture the

current alternating current (A/C) voltage waveform during a 3D print operation, and to

interface with both the oscilloscope and 3D printer. This application reads a .gcode file as

input, performs the printing task, and generates two output .csv files. One file contains the

current data recorded during the print, and the other contains indices which are used to

separate data for G-Code command to aid in downstream analysis. Normally, to perform

printing operations, the controller PC sends the whole batch of G-Code instructions to the

printer. In our system, we send the commands one at a time, followed by the M400
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command. The M400 command tells the printer to wait for completion of the previous

command. This allows us to obtain time based sample indices in between each G-Code

command. An additional command, M18, is inserted in between commands as well. This

command turns off unused stepper motors, which allows for more insightful data as only

active motors will be pulling current.

Figure 9: Python Print Capture Flowchart.

A second application (Fig. 10) analyzes the recorded A/C waveform data to detect

possible intrusion. This application reads the waveform data recorded during 3D printing

as input, preprocesses it, then uses it to train and test the neural network, as described in .

PyTorch version 1.4, an open source machine learning library, is used to handle the

machine learning. Computations done by the neural network use Nvidia CUDA, a parralel

computing platform using graphical processing units to handle computations at a higher

performance rate.
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Figure 10: Python Network Train/Test Flowchart.

5.3 Power Consumption Measurement Preprocessing

Before I can use the current consumption measurements to train the deep neural

network, I need to preprocess the raw current waveform. First, I group the power

consumption measurements according to the tool-path instruction that generated them.

This allows testing of each machine operation individually, rather than as a full print.

Figure 11: Unprocessed Waveform.
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After finding the list of peak current values, as shown in Algorithm 1, I account for

current spikes caused by the extruder heater. Whenever the extruder heater turns on, there

is a spike in peak current of roughly 1.3 Amps, which lasts approximately 60 milliseconds

(Fig. 11). When the heater turns on or off, peaks can be seen in a transition zone, where

the peaks begin to rise or fall rapidly. These areas are unnecessary for the current

consumption prediction, as these peaks skew the given data resulting in high prediction

errors. In order to solve this challenge, I used processed the peaks in such a way that only

peaks outside of the transition zones are used for prediction. I describe this procedure in

details in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Removing Transition Zone Peaks.
Given peakArr
processedArr = [ ]
while i < n do
prevDiff = 1, nextDiff = 1
if i = 0 then
nextDiff = abs(peakArr[i+ 1]− peakArr[i])

else if i = N − 1 then
prevDiff = abs(peakArr[i− 1]− peakArr[i])

else
nextDiff = abs(peakArr[i+ 1]− peakArr[i])
prevDiff = abs(peakArr[i− 1]− peakArr[i])

end if
if prevDIff < .2 or nextDiff < .2 then
push peakArr[i] to processedArr

end if
end while

After running Algorithm 2, output data still has peaks that are greater than the

maximum current that can be drawn from the X, Y , and Z motors, which is about 1.1

Amps. These peaks are reduced by 1.3 Amps to ensure that that all peak current is

processed as if no heaters are running. I detail the peak reduction procedure in Algorithm

3.

Algorithm 3 Reducing Final Peaks.
Given processedArr
while i < n do
if processedArr[i] ≥ 1.3 then
processedArr[i] = processedArr[i]− 1.3

end if
end while
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Finally, I took the mean of the remaining peaks as the final average peak current

value. An example of raw current data and the corresponding preprocessed peak data is

shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Effects of Preprocessing.

After the current data is preprocessed, both feature and label data undergo

normalization to a standard z-score. This normalization is to improve the performance of

the network model. The z-score is calculated as follows:

zi =
xi − µ
σ

(5)

where µ is the mean data value of the sample set, and σ is the standard deviation of

that set. µ and σ are calculated using the 10 training samples described in Section 5.4.1.

This mean and standard deviation data is stored during training and used later to

normalize testing data.
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5.4 Data Set

Table 2: Training tool-path Instructions.
Instruction Type Number of appearances
No Movement 1
X-axis only 30
Y -axis only 14
X,Y -axis 39

Figure 13: Tested 3D Object.

5.4.1 Training Data Set

I used power consumption measurements taken while the 3D-printer builds a

particular control object without an attack to train the deep learning network. Specifically,

10 different control prints were recorded, each printing the same object. The object chosen

to print is shown in Fig. 13. This control object is sliced into a G-Code file containing 84

instructions. This file contains both single-plane instructions, i.e., movements parallel to

one of the planes, and double-plane instructions where the extruder head moves along two

planes at the same time, i.e., diagonal movements. The length of the movements required

by the instructions varies between .707 and 105.8 mm. I executed this print each time on

the 3D-printer and measured its power consumption for each instruction. I then paired the

pre-processed power consumption measurements with their corresponding tool-path

instructions to create the training data set. Table 2 summarizes the tool-path instructions

used in the data set.
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5.4.2 Test Data Set

Table 3: Modifications to tool-path commands.
Attack # of Instructions Affected
Control 0
Insertion 2
Deletion 2
Reorder 4
Void 1

To test the deep neural network, I used the same tool-path instructions as training.

However, I modified the tool-path instruction files according to the attacks described in

Section 3.4. After changing the tool-path instruction files, I executed them on the

3D-printer and measured its power consumption. I then compared the observed power

consumption of the 3D-printer to the predicted one by the deep learning network. In

addition to attacks, I recorded the same number of prints with no attack to create the

control set. Table 3 summarizes how many tool-path instructions files are affected by each

attack in Section 3.4.

5.5 Hyperparameter Tuning

To find the deep learning network architecture that could best predict the power

consumption of the 3D-printer given the tool-path instructions, I measured the

performance of the neural network under several hyperparameter combinations.

Specifically, for each network configuration, I measured the training loss as well as the

training time. I tested several networks with a varying number of hidden layers between 2

and 4, and the number of neurons in each layer between 25 and 100.

Since the number of layers and layer size had the most significant impact on the

performance of the deep learning neural network, I omit the performance results of varying

other hyperparameters such as the learning rate. The results of hyperparameter tests are

shown in Section 5.7.1
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5.6 Attack Implementation

The methodology for testing attacks differed by attack type. In attacks that

modified tool-path commands, (Insertion, Deletion, Reorder, and Void), unique tool-path

commands were altered at different file locations for each of the 50 attack tests. For

instance, to test insertion attacks, a unique G-Code command was inserted at a different

location for each test. For deletion and reorder attacks, G-Code commands were

deleted/swapped at unique locations for all 50 tests. In the case of void attacks, a random

G-Code command was chosen. After confirming it contains extrusion, the extrusion

information was then deleted from the end of that line of G-Code.

In the case of a heater attack, a different approach was taken. For the print and

chosen material (Polylite PLA), standard extrusion operating temperature is 205◦C. To

test this attack, the extrusion temperature was modified to 175◦C before printing. I chose

this temperature due to the melting point of the material being 150 ◦C. At lower

temperatures, I risked the printer failing to extrude material, or worse, damage to the 3D

printer itself [21].

5.7 Results

To measure the performance of the deep learning attack detection method, I first

measured its ability to predict the power consumption of the 3D-printer given the tool-path

instructions in terms of the training loss and the training and times. I then measured the

performance of the deep neural network to detect each of the attacks described in Section

3.4 in terms of attack accuracy in relation to control accuracy.

5.7.1 Power Consumption Prediction Performance

I first calculated the training loss for different architecture configurations. Figure 14

shows the training loss of the proposed neural network under a varying number of layers

and layer sizes. I found that, generally, layers of 25 neurons performed the worst. After

this, 50 neurons also showed poor performance. I could see that the neural network
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converges faster with 100 neurons. The best performing model contained 2 layers of 100

neurons.

Figure 14: Training Loss Under Varying Parameters.

I also recorded the training time for each network model I tested. Figure 15 shows

the training time of the proposed neural network for the varying number of layers and layer

sizes. I see that adding layers generally increases the time taken, while the size of the layers

has little effect on training time.

Figure 15: Training Time Under Varying Parameters.

I used this information in selecting the final network model. Specifically, the

multi-layer FNN takes seven input features, which are fully connected to a hidden layer

with 100 nodes. This layer connects to one more hidden layer of 100 nodes. Finally, these
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connect to a last dense layer at the end containing 1 output feature. As 2 layers of 100

neurons performed the best while also having a somewhat fast training time, I chose this

for the final network.

5.7.2 Attack Detection Performance

Figure 16: Attack Detection Accuracy.

Table 4: Attack Error Data.
Attack Mean Error Std Error
Control 0.275 0.280
Insertion 6.591 1.385
Deletion 6.568 1.146
Reorder 1.281 0.681
Void 1.174 0.191
Temperature 0.249 0.192

I next evaluated the performance of the proposed deep neural network in detecting

the attacks described in Section 3.4. To do this, I first selected an error threshold for the

classification. To aid us, I plotted the accuracy of each attack detection in relation to the

threshold. I also plotted the control accuracy on the same chart. As seen in Figure 16,

choosing a threshold of around .7 gives a high control accuracy while still maintaining a

high attack accuracy.
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Figure 17: Temperature Attack Detection Accuracy.

In contrast with other attacks, temperature attack detection scored extrememly

poorly. This can be seen in Figure 17. As control accuracy increases, temperature attack

detection accuracy decreases as the same rate.

Table 5: Detection Accuracy. Threshold = .73.
Attack # Correct # Misclassified Accuracy
Control 48 2 0.96
Insertion 50 0 1.00
Deletion 50 0 1.00
Reorder 41 9 0.82
Void 49 1 0.98
Temperature 2 48 0.04

In Table 5, I show the results in detection of each attack given the chosen threshold,

as well as the control performance.

In the case of insertion and deletion attacks, the system was 100% accurate at

catching malicious prints. I have observed that the modification of one movement

command increases the prediction error of all commands that follow. This happens because

each printer movement that follows the attack is processed using the previous tool-path

command. A similar occurrence happens with deletion, as each movement is processed

with the following tool-path command. Reorder attacks also had a high occurrence of
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identification, though less than insertion and deletion. This is due to specific instances

where very similar commands are swapped; thus, the difference in peak current during

these commands is not very high.

The system was able to detect almost all 50 tested void attacks. During the voided

commands, the extruder motor was not running, allowing us to identify the difference in

peaks easily. This can be seen in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Effects of Void Attack.

In the case of temperature attacks, the system did not detect many of the attacks.

After observing the waveform during a temperature attack, it is evident that the heater

pulls the same amount of current when maintaining 205 ◦C versus maintaining 175 ◦C.

Table 6: Time Analysis of G-Code Commands.
G-Code Command Mean (s) Std (s)
G1 F600 E0 0.0210 0.0030
G1 F900 X67.75 Y81.25 E0.61624 7.0688 0.0027
G1 X67.75 Y72.75 E0.89938 0.5800 0.0030
G1 X86.25 Y72.75 E1.51562 1.2470 0.0031
G1 X86.25 Y81.25 E1.79876 0.5805 0.0028
G0 F2625 X86.75 Y81.75 0.0390 0.0030

Table 6 presents a breakdown of G-Code runtimes for the first 5 G-Code commands

during the 50 control prints. It can be seen that each printer movement takes a similar

runtime in seperate prints; however, a slight deviation of about 3 milliseconds often occurs.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, I have examined the viability of detecting malicious prints using

machine learning to process power consumption data. Achieving a high accuracy for the

detection system against multiple attacks shows excellent promise. This solution is an

example of an easily retrofitted, simple design, as it can be installed externally to the

regular device. It requires less hardware, which lowers implementation costs. Another

benefit of the system is that testing a full print takes a fraction of a second. This means

that tests could be run concurrently with a print, allowing an operator to detect a

malicious print early and save printing material that would otherwise be wasted. In the

testing scenario, the adversary only modifies one or two lines of G-Code. In a real attack,

more than two G-Code lines could be edited, which would most likely allow for more

accurate detection of an attack.

While this solution does show great promise, there is still room for improvement.

For example, I currently use feedback from the printer to get timestamps between each

G-Code command. This violates the air-gapped assumption. However, a possible solution

to this would be to create fixed timestamps to split each G-Code command, rather than

relying on printer outputs. The standard deviation between the time it takes to run each

identical G-Code command is only 3 ms (6); however, in larger prints, this may be

unfeasible as variations in time could compound towards the end of the print.

This detection system also shows promises in other fields besides AM, such as

Computer Numerical Control (CNC) Manufacturing. In CNC Manufacturing, a part is also

modeled and sliced using similar software to AM. Then, G-Code or M-Code commands

define the movement of the machine. However, instead of depositing material in specific

locations, material is removed using a number of tools (drills, saws, etc.). This system

could be used to monitor machine power consumption, and detect variation in tool-path
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commands.
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